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This series explores how God is at work in the “Stranger Things” of life. While there is an interest in the 
supernatural as evidenced in popular films, shows, stories, and music, a personal encounter with the 
supernatural often leaves people amazed, confused, cynical, or otherwise perplexed. A good example 
are miracles.  
 
Miracles have been reported for most of human history. However, for every miracle story, there are 
many more stories where the miraculous did not occur. Does this mean God doesn’t care, or  does it 
mean miracles are just wishful thinking in the first place? What about people who believe and pray, but 
a miracle doesn’t come? Because the issue of miracles involves real people we love, the stakes are high, 
making it easy to resort to unrealistic supernaturalism or hopeless cynicism.  
 
How should we approach miracles then? By understanding what miracles are and what purpose they 
serve. 
 
Characteristics of a true miracle 

1. Exceed all natural explanations.  
2. Occasional – Not controllable, scheduled, or expected. May seem random. 
3. Points beyond itself to something greater.  

 “Every miracle attributed to Jesus is a sign pointing beyond the miracle itself.” – Eric Metaxas, 

Miracles 

What realities do these signs point to? 
 
1. Signs aren’t the point. Jesus is.– Matthew 14:22-23, Mark 1:32-38 
 

 Jesus modeled dependence on the miracle’s source, not the miracle’s outcome. No matter what 
we have experienced by Jesus’ power, it should never be  confused or substituted for 
dependence on Jesus himself. 

2. Following Jesus into real life will feel like death.  - Matthew 14:23-26 

  “Give me all of you!!! I don’t want so much of your time, so much of your talents and money, 
and so much of your work. I want YOU!!! ALL OF YOU!! I have not come to torment or frustrate 
the natural man or woman, but to KILL IT! No half measures will do. “– C.S. Lewis, Mere 
Christianity 

 “Being a Christian makes me sea sick and feels like death. The disciples followed Jesus and it 
caused a great storm to rise up. I'm going to say it one more time; following Jesus causes 

storms. It causes questions before answers and it is really scary.”  

 
3. Only Jesus can step into sickness, chaos, fear, and death to bring life. - Matthew 14:27, Mark 1:40-42 

 “And those who know your name put their trust in you.” – Psalm 9:10 



 

 “In Jesus Christ we who are born of God have the unspeakable privilege of knowing Yahweh as 
our Father — I AM WHO I AM — the God who is there, whose personality and power is above 
all, who never changes, from whom all power and energy in the universe flows, and to whom all 

creation should conform its life.” - John Piper 

 Jesus shows up, reaches out, and takes into himself what our own sin, the world, and the enemy 
have unleashed upon us. The I AM, is “the God who is there”. 

4. Jesus calls us in over our head. It keeps us looking beyond the sign to Him. - Matthew 14:28-33 

 

 Whatever God calls you to do, it’s going to be bigger than you are. If you can do it in your own 
strength, then no faith is required.” – Leonard Sweet  

 

 Faith in Jesus can withstand the storm that it causes. Jesus will still these waters and there will 
be a great calm. We will see him more clearly afterwards and it will be a marvelous sight.  

 

Questions To Ponder 

 What stood out to you about today’s message? 

 How would you have defined a miracle before today? Has your understanding changed at all? 

How? 

 Discuss the fact that every person Jesus miraculously fed, healed, exorcised demons, or even 

raised from the dead ... is now dead (expect Jesus himself, of course). How does this adjust the 

emphasis we can put on miracles related to physical issues? 

 How does understanding miracles as “signs” help address when, how, and why miracles do or 

do not occur? 

 How did it impact you to hear that Jesus left people with needs in order to go pray, and to 

preach in other areas? 

 In what ways does this impact how one prays about/for someone’s help or healing?  

 Why does Jesus push the disciples into stressful and even dangerous situations after they’ve 

witnessed a miracle? 

 Discuss the quote, “Following Jesus causes storms.” How have you seen or experienced this?  

 How do you respond to Jesus letting Peter walk onto the water and letting him sink to the point 

of panic?  

 So are you stuck at the sign, or have you met the source? 

For further study, check out the following resources: 

 Miracles by Eric Metaxas.  

 Miracles by C.S. Lewis 

 The Reason For God by Timothy Keller – chapter 6 

 Can We Still Believe The Bible? By Craig L. Blomberg – chapter 6 


